Theaterworkshop with Dominic Fischer
What’s WAT?
WAT is Word Action Theater created by the well known professional Actor, Mime,
Regisseur Dominic Fischer.
GIVE DOMINIC a group of 30, 40, even 50 students ages 10 to 20 and he will
• Have them brainstorming, discussing, creating and putting ideas together as you’ve
never seen them before
• Show them all the elements of theatre in a few hours (writing a short story, directing,
acting, blocking and actually performing their stories in groups before students,
teachers and parents.
• Give the students an afternoon they will not soon forget.
TEACHERS will be astonish who would emerge as the creative leaders, how strongly
students get involved in the creative process and how each group works independently to
get ready to show the others what they have developed.
WAT will provide the students with
• a few hours of creative thinking, fun and challenge
• an opportunity to work in groups, learning to communicate ideas and put them in
action
• work through the fear of getting before others and performing
• a chance to discover how much fun the creative process can be
• a great sense of accomplishment and satisfaction in seeing their own ideas worked
out and performed for other students and teachers.
For culture days and weeks that most schools set aside in the school year WAT is ideal and
Dominic is an excellent communicator and motivator for students at all ages.
Dominic Fischer has led WAT for hundreds of schools in different countries. Here in
Switzerland he has worked with secondary schools, Berufsschulen, Kantonsschulen and
private International schools. You can see his own history of the productions he has written,
directed and produced in www.ahagentur.ch (Künstler- Dominic Fischer). He has performed
in 27 countries and in his field is considered one of the most innovative and unique artists.

